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Super Onex Pebbles (Medium, Blue Mix) - 1 Kg

Quantity: 1Kg Type: Onex Size: Medium Color: Blue Mix

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
536

Ask a question about this product

Description
Gardens can contain flowers, plants, herbs, vegetables, and decorative elements. Using pebbles in a garden brings different colors and textures to the garden. Pebbles can also fill up otherwise empty space in the garden, leaving a visual that might be considered more interesting and aesthetic than simple dirt, soil or mulch.
Pebbles in the garden can serve other purposes, such as creating a decorative border or a landscaped path, providing a pretty ground and soil cover, and providing dry garden beds. Pebble a garden with a mix of pebbles and minerals that complement the vegetation in the yard.
Features:

Superior quality
Recognized as the best landscaping stones
Need no maintenance
Efficiently polished
Comes ad smooth edges, rough edges, transparent & more
Available in various sizes, shapes and colors
Usage:
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Used for decorating home and parks
Landscaping
Wall cladding
Garden patios, pavements
Waterfalls and realted decorations
Used in aquariums and artistic monuments
Garden walks / Pathways
Water fountains
Courtyard gardens.
Used for decor purpose at hotels, restaurants as well as in households.
Perfect for Flooring, Shower Floors & Walls and Pools etc.

Reviews
Sunday, 27 August 2017
perfect pebbles..
Sangeetha Girija
Saturday, 26 August 2017
now my pot look more beatiful
Kishor Kumar
Wednesday, 19 July 2017
Dint expect it would be this good, though some stones are very small, the finishing of the stone is exactly a marble shine.
Satish Gaikwad
Saturday, 15 July 2017
now my pot look more beatiful
Dheeraj Yadav
Thursday, 06 July 2017
Price is higher but worth it
Shweta Jain
More reviews
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